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Abstract. Multi-atlas segmentation serves as an important technique for quan-
titative analysis of medical images. In many applications, top performing tech-
niques rely on computationally expensive deformable registration to transfer la-
bels from atlas images to the target image. We propose a more computation-
ally efficient label transfer strategy that uses supervoxel matching regularized by
Markov random field (MRF), followed by regional voxel-wise joint label fusion
and a second MRF. We evaluate this hierarchical MRF framework for multi-label
diencephalon segmentation from the MICCAI 2013 SATA Challenge. Our seg-
mentation results are comparable to the top-tier one obtained by deformable reg-
istration, but with much lower computational complexity.
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1 Introduction

Accurate and efficient automated segmentation methods are highly sought in a range
of biomedical imaging applications. The multi-atlas segmentation scheme, e.g. [10,18],
has proven to be very accurate in a range of problems. Multi-atlas segmentation consists
of two basic stages: label transfer, e.g., [8], and label fusion, e.g., [18].

Label transfer via affine registration to obtain global appearance matching is fast
but has low accuracy in most applications. Label transfer via non-linear deformable
registration, e.g., [3], leads to more accurate segmentation results by considering spa-
tial variability of voxel-wise correspondence field, but at the cost of high computational
burden. Recently, 3D supervoxels are introduced for cell segmentation by Lucchi et al.
[12]. Supervoxel-based multi-atlas segmentation approaches [19,11] have eliminated
the dependence of registration and have demonstrated comparative results in some seg-
mentation applications. However, both kNN searching in [19] and the classification
model in [11] ignore spatial relationships between supervoxels.
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Fig. 1. Flowchart of the proposed framework. Three modules are indicated by the red titles.

In order to combine the individual strengths of 1) the efficiency of affine regis-
tration; 2) the accuracy of local supervoxel matching, we propose a supervoxel-based
hierarchical Markov random field (MRF) framework for multi-atlas segmentation.

Our study is inspired by the work of [7], who reformulated the problem of dense de-
formable image registration as an MRF model. Some similar works include [9], where
Heinrich et al. use the minimum-spanning-tree-based graphical model of overlapping
layers of supervoxels to represent the image domain and then use belief propagation to
solve the discrete optimization.

In the label fusion stage, patch-based methods [6,16] outperform global methods
due to spatially variable weight assignments, which better compensate local registra-
tion errors. Especially, [16] leverages PatchMatch algorithm [4] to approximate and
accelerate kNN searching, such that label fusion becomes close to real time.

However, these methods consider each atlas weight independently and may ignore
their correlations in between. Additionally, performing label fusion at the supervoxel
level may not adequately capture spatial variations for optimal label fusion [19]. As a
result, we derive the hierarchical MRF framework, where joint label fusion [18] and
learning-based error correction [17] are incorporated into the voxel-level refinement.
Joint label fusion is used to minimize bias from correlated atlases, while error correction
is used to learn and compensate the systematic segmentation error made by the wrapped
framework. The flowchart in Fig.1 illustrates the framework.

2 Method

2.1 Pre-processing

All atlases and target images are pre-processed through the following pipeline: 1) in-
homogeneity correction via N3 [14]; 2) affine registration to the ICBM152 template
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Fig. 2. A 2D diagram of the supervoxel-based MRF model.

[5] via FSL FLIRT [15] with normalized mutual information similarity metric; and 3)
global histogram matching [13] to the ICBM152 template [5].

2.2 Supervoxel-level pre-segmentation

Supervoxel generation and feature extraction We apply the same Simple Linear
Iterative Clustering (SLIC) algorithm [1] as used in [11]. In SLIC two parameters are
taken: 1) the region size is empirically set to 5 (in voxels) in our experiments, defining
the sampling interval for initial grid-like supervoxel centers, and 2) the regularizer is
empirically set to 4, defining the spatial regularization strength. As a result, ∼ 5700
supervoxels are generated for the sub-region of each target and atlas MRI .

A feature descriptor for each supervoxel is constructed by combining the means,
standard deviations, and histograms (with 8 bins) of voxel-wise intensity and gradient
magnitude within each supervoxel. Each supervoxel is represented by 20 features.

MRF at supervoxel level To implement label transfer, we compute a correspondence
field between supervoxels in the target image T and in the atlas library. For a given
atlas A, it can be formulated as a discrete multi-labeling problem on the supervoxel
graph GT = {NT , ET } of the target image, where each node in NT corresponds to
each target supervoxel and each edge in ET connects two nodes that represent two ad-
jacent supervoxels in T . A finite set of labels L is used to represent a discrete set of
correspondence displacement vectors pointing from the center of the target supervoxel
(Fig.2, right). This set includes the zero displacement and the 26 3D lattice unit direc-
tions with lengths ρ and 2ρ, where ρ is the value of the region size parameter in SLIC
(5 voxel lengths). Hence, the label set L contains 53 displacement vectors in total. Let
LT denote the set of all possible displacements spanned for all nodes inNT . The set of
optimal labels L for all target supervoxels are simultaneously obtained by solving the
second-order MRF [7], i.e., by minimizing a global energy function E taking the form:
L∗ = argminL∈LT

E(L|T,A, γ) = γ
∑

P∈NT
D(lP |fP , A) +

∑
{P,Q}∈ET V (lP , lQ),

where P and Q are supervoxel indices; lP is the displacement label at the node P ; fP
is the supervoxel feature descriptor at node P ; and the coefficient γ controls the relative
importance of the two potentials .
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We define the unary potential D(·|·, ·) as the Mahalanobis distance in feature space
between target supervoxel and atlas supervoxel pointed by a given displacement vector:
D(lP |fP , A) = distMah(fP , fA(cP+dlP )), where the covariance matrix in the Maha-
lanobis distance metric is estimated by all the training features; cP represents the center
of target supervoxel P ; dlP represents the displacement vector indexed by the label
lP ; and fA(cP+dlP ) represents the feature of the atlas supervoxel in A that covers the
coordinate cP + dlP .

We then define the pairwise potential V (·, ·) as the Manhattan distance in vector
space, normalized by two factors, between the two displacement vectors indexed by the
corresponding labels of two adjacent target supervoxels:

V (lP , lQ) =
τb(P,Q)

τd(P,Q)
· distMan(d

lP , dlQ), (1)

where τb(P,Q) =
∣∣ { p ∈ P | ∃ q ∈ Q, s.t. q is adjacent to p }

∣∣ is the boundary over-
lap factor of P and Q, i.e., the number of voxels at the boundaries of P and Q; and
τd(P,Q) = ||cP − cQ||2 is the distance factor of P and Q, i.e., the Euclidean distance
between the centers of P and Q. Fig.2 is a 2D diagram illustrating the formulation of
the proposed supervoxel-based MRF model.

The proposed energy function is minimized by the Fast-PD algorithm used in [7].
After computing the correspondence field between supervoxels in the target image and
in each of the atlases in the library, we assign to each target supervoxel the posterior
probability of each anatomical label . This is done by simple majority voting.

2.3 Voxel-level refinement

Joint label fusion after kNN at voxel level We define the relevant supervoxels are
those with the posterior probability of any anatomical label more than a specified thresh-
old (e.g., 0.1 in our experiments). Then in the following steps, we do not need to con-
sider those irrelevant supervoxels, which greatly narrows down the search domain. For
each voxel p inside the relevant supervoxels, we search its k nearest neighbors as cor-
responding voxels from all the corresponding atlas supervoxel domains. k equals 20 in
our experiments. The distance metric is defined as the Euclidean distance between the
two normalized intensity vectors (elements with zero mean and one standard deviation)
over the patches with size 5× 5× 5 centered at the two voxels respectively. The labels
of the corresponding atlas voxels are transferred and fused into a consensus label for
the target voxel through the joint label fusion (JLF) technique [18].

MRF at voxel level JLF provides the probability vector vp for each relevant tar-
get voxel p to belong to each label. Considering spatial smoothness, we apply the
multi-labeling MRF model for the second time to satisfy voxel-wise labeling smooth-
ness, where the label set L′ includes all relevant anatomical labels. Mathematically,
voxels inside all the relevant target supervoxels construct a graph G′T = {N ′T , E ′T },
where the edges E ′T are the four-connectivity lattice-like neighborhood system. Let
L′T denote the set of all possible labels spanned for all nodes in N ′T . The energy
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Steps Mean (Median) DSC Mean time
N3 correction - 4 min
FLIRT affine registration - 7 min
Histogram matching - 1 min
Supervoxel generation - 4 min
Feature extraction - 1 min
Supervoxel-level MRF 0.6336 (0.6462) 1 min
Voxel-level kNN + JLF + MRF 0.8399 (0.8462) 2 min
Learning-based ER 0.8548 (0.8625) 1 min
Final DSC and total time 0.8548 (0.8625) 21 min

Table 1. Means and medians of the average DSC by each step and means of the running time
(per target image) for each step of the proposed framework over the training atlas library in the
leave-one-out cross validation scheme.

function takes the form: L∗ = argminL∈L′
T
E(L|v, T, µ) = µ

∑
p∈N ′

T
D′(lp|vp) +∑

{p,q}∈E′T
V ′(lp, lq|T ), where p and q are voxel indices and the coefficient µ controls

the relative importance of the two potentials.
We define the unary potential negatively related to the JLF probability of a certain

voxel to a certain label: D′(lp|vp) = 1− vp(lp).
We then define the pairwise potential negatively related to the absolute intensity

difference of two adjacent voxels as long as they are assigned with different labels:

V ′(lp, lq|T ) =

{
1− |Tp−Tq|

max{p′,q′}∈E′
T
|Tp′−Tq′ |

, if lp 6= lq

0, otherwise
. (2)

MRF energy function at voxel level is minimized by the Fast-PD algorithm [7].

Learning-based error correction at voxel level As a final step, we correct systematic
segmentation errors at voxel level by applying the learning-based error correction (ER)
strategy [17] trained on the atlas library.

3 Experiments

We evaluate the proposed framework for multi-label diencephalon segmentation from
MICCAI 2013 SATA Challenge [2], where there are 12 testing target images and 35
training atlases with 14 anatomical labels. The framework is implemented in C++ on a
laptop with Intel i7 dual-core 2.40 GHz CPU and 8 G memory.

First, we test the proposed framework on the training atlas library based on the
leave-one-out cross validation scheme. Accuracy is evaluated by the average Dice Sim-
ilarity Coefficient (DSC) over all anatomical labels. Efficiency is evaluated by the run-
ning time per target image for each step. Results are summarized in Table 1. Here we
set the optimal γ = 3 and µ = 2 shown in the fine tuning curves (Fig.3), which are not
particularly sensitive to the results.
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Fig. 3. Mean DSC over the training atlas library (in leave-one-out cross validation) with different
settings of γ (Left) and µ (Right), respectively. Red lines indicate the optimal values which are
also the settings in our experiments.

Fig. 4. Boxplots of DSC over the training atlas library. Left: By supervoxel-level kNN (left),
supervoxel-level PatchMatch (middle), and supervoxel-level MRF (right), respectively. Right: By
affine registration with voxel-level JLF (left), supervoxel-level pre-segmentation with voxel-level
JLF (middle), and supervoxel-level pre-segmentation with voxel-level MRF (right), respectively.

Second, we evaluate the effectiveness of MRF at supervoxel level before voxel-level
refinement. We compare the proposed supervoxel-level MRF with 1) the supervoxel-
level kNN method [19], and 2) the PatchMatch scheme [4] at supervoxel level. Fig.4
Left shows the boxplots of DSC over the training atlas library by the three methods.
Supervoxel-level kNN completely fails on our dataset (mean DSC of 0.0093). The pro-
posed supervoxel-level MRF obtains pre-segmentation results (mean DSC of 0.6336)
that largely exceed those of supervoxel-level PatchMatch (mean DSC of 0.5516).

Third, we evaluate the effectiveness of MRF at voxel level. We compare the voxel-
level JLF segmentation with and without MRF. We also compare with the baseline
segmentation provided by affine registration with voxel-level JLF. Fig.4 Right shows
the boxplots of DSC over the training atlas library by the three methods. The pro-
posed voxel-level MRF generates better segmentation results (mean DSC of 0.8399)
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Methods Mean (Median) DSC Mean time
ANTs SyN [3] + JLF [18] + ER [17] 0.8663 (0.8786) > 1 h
Proposed framework 0.8343 (0.8421) 21 min
Atlas Forest [20] 0.8282 (0.8484) 20-25 min

Table 2. Means and medians of the average DSC and means of running time (per target image)
by each method over the testing images. The results are reported in [2].

than those of voxel-level JLF without MRF (mean DSC of 0.7844) and those of affine
registration with JLF (mean DSC of 0.6828).

Additionally, over the testing images, we compare the proposed framework with one
top-tier multi-atlas segmentation method [3] which includes the pairwise deformable
registration. We also involve the random-forests-based atlas coding (Atlas Forest) [20],
as another efficient method with single deformable registration (instead of several atlas-
target pairwise registrations), for comparison. The implementation details and results of
the compared methods are reported in [2]. Table 2 summarizes the overall performance
on the same dataset. In general, our framework reaches better trade-off between ac-
curacy and time complexity. Note that: 1) for practice consideration we use a global
template for affine registration rather than perform atlas-target pairwise registration,
which reduces the complexity by a factor of the atlas library size (35 in our experi-
ment), and 2) the theoretical efficiency gain of the proposed framework is much higher
than the ”wall” time gain because the complexity of the registration problem over dense
deformable registration is reduced by a factor of the supervoxel size (∼ 125 in our ex-
periment). Most of our time is spent in pre-processing and graph construction stages.
The actual time spent in FastPD is less than 5 seconds per target-atlas pair.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a supervoxel-based hierarchical MRF framework for ef-
ficient multi-atlas segmentation. In experimental validation, we showed encouraging
performance: at the same rate of segmentation accuracy, our framework is much more
efficient than one of top-tier state-of-the-art methods, enabling it more practical on large
datasets or high-dimension images for clinical analysis.
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